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^STYOF^'S
Berlitz speaks about mysterious triangle
Tonight in Camino Theater the Speakers Bureau will
present Charles Berlitz, author of the best-selling book,
"The Bermuda Triangle." Berlitz will provide
documented pictures, illustrations and maps to ac
company the catalog of air and sea disasters known to
have occurred in the Triangle. The over 100 disap
pearances closely resemble scenarios for a science
fiction movie but continue to be one of the most per
plexing phenomena of nature.
In his book, Berlitz considers intriguing theories
which could explain the strange forces that may be at
work. He considers the possibility of UFOs hijacking
planes and ships, after lengthy observation by people
from other worlds. It may be, on the other hand, a
virtual "hole in the sky"-a passageway to another
dimension in time or space.
Berlitz, a linguistics expert and grandson of the

founder of the Berlitz Language Schools, became in
terested in the Triangle after reading of it in ancient
Indian and Mexican texts. As an avid scuba diver, he
was able to explore first hand the mysteries that have
plagued scientists for years. He continues to make trips
to the area in search of new data which may give some
clues to possible undersea forces.
One of the more striking features of the Triangle is
the presence of straight parallel lines along the ocean
door. At the end of these lines there have been deep
holes discovered, giving rise to the suspicion that past
civilizations may be connected with this strange
phenomenon.
USD students are urged to come early for the 8 p.m.
program, and will be admitted free with ID. Students
from other colleges will be charged SI.00, the general
public, $2.00.
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Sarah Barnhardt brought
to life in USD performance
Stephanie Rich as Sarah
Bernhardt, a one-woman show,
plus Echoes Of: a mime show,
will be presented at the
University of San Diego
Saturday, October 25 at 4 p.m.
in the Camino Theatre.
The show highlights the
Women in France exhibit at

Pro-Life
protests
Stephanie Rich portrays the notorious French actress, Sarah
Bernhardt, Saturday Oct. 25.

USD 'Censorship' protested
An invitation has been ex
tended to Ms. Jane Fonda to
speak at the University of San
Diego School of Law by the
Student Bar Association. Ms.
Fonda had been scheduled to

Ghougassian
to lecture

Two noon lectures on Kahlil
Gibran
by
Dr.
Joseph
Ghougassian,
Associate
Professor at the University of
San Diego, are set for October
16 and 23 at the San Diego City
College Theatre. The lectures
are open to the public free of
charge.
"The Mysticism of Kahlil
Gibran" will be presented
Thursday, October 16, followed
by "The Art and Poetry of
Kahlil Gibran" the next week.
These lectures complete a threelecture series begun October 9
with "Kahlil Gibran: The Man
and His Work."
Ghougassian is the author of
Kahlil Gibran: Wings of
Thought, published in 1973.
Born in Cairo, Egypt of
Armenian
parents,
Ghougassian was educated at
Gregorian University, Rome
and
Louvain
University,
Belgium, obtaining his Doc
torate in Philosophy in 1969.

speak November 13 as part of
the undergraduate students'
USD Speakers Series but her
appearance was cancelled in
response
to
University
Administration pressure op
posing her presence on campus.
In a resolution passed Saturday
protesting the University action,
The Student Bar Association
stated:
"The
Student
Bar
Association of the University of
San Diego School of Law
wishes to express its shock and
dismay at the University
Administration's
and
Associated Students' decision to
cancel the scheduled appearance
of Jane Fonda on this campus.
"Freedom of speech is one of
the basic liberties guaranteed by
the Constitution of the United
States.
Without
continuing
dialogue with participants from
all persuasions democracy
cannot exist. The University's
attempt to stifle the dialogue is
unacceptable to us.
"We therefore are hereby
inviting Ms. Fonda to come
speak here at the School of Law
under the sponsorship of the
Student Bar Association."
Ruth
Wishik, association
president
stated,
"The
resolution by the SBA was not
meant to be critical of the
Associated Students but was
only an attempt to express the
SBA's concern about the
Continued on Page 4

The
USD
Pro-Life
Organization, headed by John
Jakubczyk,
picketed
presidential hopeful Senator
Birch Bayh (Dem-Indiana) last
Saturday evening. On Sep
tember 17 the senator.aborted
the
proposed
anti-abortion
ammendment in Congress. He
was at the Hilton Inn on
Mission Bay raising money for
Democrat
Larry
Kapoloff,
incumbent running for re
election as assemblyman. Bayh
is the chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee of the Judiciary
concerning ammendments to
the Constitution.
The picketing began at 4:45
p.m.
The
demonstration
proceeded without violence.
However, the Hilton officials
did call the police to get the
demonstrators
off
their
property. At 5:45 the police
asked the picketers to relocate
their demonstration on public
property;
they
did
so
peacefully.
One encouraging incident for
the demonstrators did occur
when a dentist, bringing a
donation for Kapoloff from the
Dental Association, voided the
check upon talking to the ProLife people and, instead, made
out a check to the Right to Life
Organization.
The picketers went to the El
Cortez Hotel Sunday evening
where Senator Bayh was
scheduled to speak. However,
he cancelled fifteen minutes
prior to the appointed time.
Sources
attribute
his can
cellation to the fact that the
demonstrators, for the second
night in a row, were picketing
his appearance.

USD October 20-31. The
exhibit,
a
photo-illustrated
survey on French women, was
prepared by the French Cultural
Services and is open to the
public free of charge. Call USD
for exact times, 291-6480 x. 353.
The show, Sarah Bernhardt,
is a vignette of the notorious
French actress of the previous
century, and is set in her stage
dressing
room. There she
conducts a press conference,
answering questions put to her
by
imaginary
interrogators.
Sarah talks about her life in
Paris as Queen of the Theatre,
her eccentricities and her
menagerie of exotic animals.
She
re-enacts
her
first
humorous audition, pranks she
played on stage, and her
meeting with famous and in
famous people of her day.
In Echoes of a mime show,
Miss Rich gives expression to a
whole range of emotions. Mime
is communication without

words, using body movement
and facial expression to tell a
story. Tickets for the two-part
show are $3.00 adults, $1.00
students.
Stephanie Rich, a student of
Marcel Marceau, has toured
Europe with her show, and at
the Edinburgh International
Festival she was awarded the
Scotsman Award. She has
appeared on French television
with Marceau and has worked
with the Pentabus Theatre of
England,
The
Everyman
Theatre of Wales, and the
Theatre Centre Centre, Ltd., cf
London. She has given lecture
performances at the London
Academy of
Music
and
Dramatic Art, the Royal
Scottish Academy, Queen
Margaret College and the Welsh
College of Music and Drama.
She has also performed major
dramatic roles in Europe and
America.

Newsbriefs
Grossman Lecture
on Jane Austen
Dr. Richard Grossman, a
professor of English at USD,
will give a lecture entitled
"Indirections of Social History
in Jane Austen" today at 11:30
in the Rose Room. While all
USD students are invited, the
program should be of special
interest to English and History
majors.
Charismatic Meeting
The Charismatic Prayer
Group meets every Monday in
Founders Hall, room 138. The
meetings last from 4 p.m. to 5
p.m. Everyone is welcome.
The Lark
The AS is looking for
someone interested in obtaining
experience as a Lark en
tertainment co-ordinator. There
is presently a position available
which offers valuable ad
ministrative experience in
operating a coffeehouse. This

entails working with per
formers, the public, and the
administration. If you feel you
have
the time and
the
qualifications for this job, make
an appointment at the AS
Office to see Randy Klotz as
soon as possible.
Film Forum
Interviews for a new Film
Forum director are being given
at the A.S. Office. This job
entails the planning of the Film
Forum series and showing the
films as well. Make an ap
pointment to see Randy Klotz at
the A.S. Office if you are in
terested.
The following films have
been cancelled: "Don't Look
Now,"
"Zardoz,"
and
"Dollars." The next Film
Forum film "The Stepford
Wives" will be shown on
November 14, 1975.
Homecoming Nominations
Nominations for HomeContinued on Page 6
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Editorial

The price to pay
In my experience, the men who have always wanted something for
nothing are invariably Christians" -The nobleman, Saint Joan, by
George Bernard Shaw, Scene IV.

The above words were written to a play which Shaw himself
labelled as a tragicomedy, a play w hich freely and openly criticized
the hypocrisies which were and, in many instances still are, being
practiced by the Catholic Church. And while it is not the purpose
of this editorial to level similar criticism aeainst the Church, it does
appear that there are no words which can more succinctly nor more
aptly describe conditions at the University of San Diego.
In the past year many points of criticism have been aimed at this
university, some serious, some not so serious. In retrospect, to be
purely objective it would be very difficult to claim that all the
demands which we, as students have made of the University of San
Diego have not been totally unrealistic. It would also be unfair to
charge the university administration with not making a whole
hearted effort to attempt to satisfy these demands, although it does
seem that more often than not, the administration falls back on the
excuse that it does not have the money to meet those demands.
Perhaps we have been unrealistic; but the university is guilty of the
very same charge.

"Doctor Hughes is a typical administrator;
always using facts to cloud the issues!"

USD president issues statement
expressing view on Fonda issue

Too many times over the past year has this university made
outrageous demands of its community, both students and faculty
members. Last year the administration budgeted $40,000 on behalf
of scholarships and financial aid for the football team. This
university has been trying to make its football team into a first-class
contender for years, but it simply does not have the money to do all
the scouting and all the recruiting that is necessary to obtain topnotch personnel, to say nothing of providing them with adequate
equipment and training. Nonetheless, the administration deals out
lull scholarships to a select few of these students thinking that with
just a few dollars they can build a team which can do battle with

In order to clarify an article
which
appeared
in
the
University of San Diego student
newspapers
"Vista" and
"Woolsack," and, to correct
misconceptions
in a news
release which was released by
the Student Bar Association,
Dr.
Author E.
Hughes,
President, issued the following
statement:

In regard to faculty members, it is a well-known fact that in
comparison to other universities in California, USD's professors
are among the most overworked and underpaid. Professors are
re< uired to prepare quality lectures for as many as four three-unit
classes. It is impossible for a professor to do that amount of work
and still be sufficiently on top of his material to present a quality
lecture, especially considering the salary he receives at USD.
At the beginning of last year, VISTA was nearly without an
editor. The person who had been chosen for the job had been
promised outright by the administration that he would have a
scholarship in recognition of his toils. In September, when it
became time to start production of the newspaper, that scholarship
money was no longer available. Consequently, that editor was also
no longer available. Sally Berndt was ultimately thrust into the
position, and received no compensation.

I regret that students from the

use.

USSR intelligence plans
Cuba as wartime haven
by Jack Anderson
with Joe Spear

WASHINGTON - The
Soviet Union has formulated
plans to use Cuba as a safe
Although most will agree that VISTA improved last year, it was
also agreed that it was far from perfect, and that a journalism class haven in the event of war with
would be very beneficial in the continuing improvement of the the United States.
The Russian proposals, which
newspaper. It was decided however, that the university did not have
have fallen into the hands of
the money to hire a professional journalist to teach the course. Dr.
Dennis Clausen, an English teacher who himself admits that he has U.S. intelligence agents, are
known as "contingency plans."
practically no knowledge of the technical aspects of newspaper
production, was given a small stipend to serve as professor of the In other words, they represent
course. Dr. Clausen however, is already carrying a full course load "options" which the Soviets
may or may not use.
and has neither the time nor the journalistic expertise to suc
Our intelligence sources are
cessfully conduct a journalism class. His appointment as professor
convinced,
nevertheless, that
of Journalism 20 was nothing more than a compromise move which
the Soviet Union would attempt
was acceptable to Dr. Clausen only after much cajoling from
various deans and administrators. Many people had high hopes for to use Cuban airstrips and
harbors if the two superpowers
this course in journalism; those same people will see those hopes
ever
get into a shooting match.
dashed to pieces because their expectations for the course were too
Russian planes, for example,
high.
could touch down in Cuba for
But enough of citing instances of this universities expectations of "refueling and recovery" after
miracles; space does not allow me to go on The point has become
bombing runs to the United
self-evident: in order for this university to progress, it must tirst States. During World War II,
realize that everything has its price, and the price is getting higher. American B-17 bombers used
One cannot buy a Big-Ten football team for $40,000; one cannot Sweden for much the same
expect to maintain quality faculty members when they earn little purpose after raids on Berlin.
more than garbage collectors. One cannot expect a quality
As of this moment, say our
newspaper when he cannot provide the proper training or financial sources, there is no evidence
assistance. These are facts which this university must ultimately that the Soviets have con
face if it ever wishes to attain true university stature.
structed any permanent military
facilities in Cuba. But the
James Liuzzi
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Student Bar Association have
taken action on an issue of
"free speech" without first
having ascertained the facts
relevant to the issue they seek to
pursue. The following points
may be helpful:
In September, representatives
of the Associated Student Body
asked for my reaction to their
preliminary negotiations with
Ms. Jane Fonda relative to her
speaking to the students on the

Business Manager
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Bob Bavasi
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Russians have used existing
Cuban facilities to dock
destroyers, guided missile
frigates, and submarines during
war exercises.
Once or twice a year, the
Soviets also use Cuban airstrips
to land their big TU-95 turboprops, known as the "Bear
bombers." These aircraft could
be employed against the U.S. in
time of war.
When the Russian planes
begin their jaunts to Cuba, they
are picked up on U.S. radar and
intercepted as they pass through
the Faeroes Gap between
Iceland
and
the
United
Kingdom.
U.S. Air Force planes fly
alongside the Russian Bears and
snap pictures of them. The
pilots, say our sources, ex
change signals and an occational obscene gesture.
Inside Track:
Big business spends millions
every year lobbying Congress.
Lawmakers and their aides are
wined and dined; presents are
handed out for birthdays and
Christmas. The lobbyists, in
return, get a friendly ear.
Now, however, the more
clever special interests have
found a way to get their points
across more cheaply, and with
greater impact. They simply put
their lobbyists on the public
payroll.
That's
what
the
U.S.
Chamber of Commerce did.
Nancy Nord, as a Chamber
lobbyist, worked against the
Consumer Protection Agency
bill in the Senate. After being
blocked several times, the bill
finally squeaked through.
Now the legislation is being
heard on the House side. But
this time, Nord is not lobbying
for the Chamber. She is a
staffer with the House Con
sumer Protection and Finance
subcommittee.
Republican John McCollister
of Nebraska, a friend of big
business, put her on the public
payroll.
Consumers, meanwhile, will
have to rely on a handful of
sympathetic Congressmen and
their staffs to protect their
interests.

USD campus. I took exception
to her appearance for the
following reasons:
a. Ms.
Fonda's campus
appearance appeared to be
associated with her husband's
political campaign. ASB of
ficers were referred to and were
negotiating with Mr. Tom
Hayden's
(Ms.
Fonda's
husband) campaign office. It
was reported that a verbal
request was made for payment
of the fee of $1000 to a third
party.
b. Ms. Fonda's appearance
was to have coincided with the
mid-November Women's Week
on the USD campus. Some of
the women students involved in
organizing the Women's Week
program questioned whether
Ms. Fonda was a significant
voice
in
the
women's
movement.
c. In response to the direct
question of whether or not Ms.
Fonda's appearance would be
detrimental to the University's
public image, I responded that
in my opinion, I thought it
would
be.
Ms.
Fonda's
statements during the Vietnam
War, particularly in reference to
the American prisoners of war
were, I believe, unpalatable to a
large segment of the American
population.
Following our meeting, the
Speakers Bureau of the ASB
chose to drop negotiations with
Ms. Fonda. It should be noted,
however,
that
a
formal
"Speaker Approval Procedure"
has been in effect since 1969 at
the University of San Diego. If
the students had wished to
pursue an invitation over my
reservations,
the existing
procedure could have been
implemented, and the students
were so advised.

Tables turn
for hit man
(CPS)—It used to be funny
when the university's dullest
professor got a pie in the face
during last year's pie-throwing
fad. It wasn't very funny,
however, when a professor
chased a pie-thrower out of the
classroom and pressed battery
charges against him.
Last month the pie thrower
got off the hook temporally
when a Kansas District Court
jury couldn't make up its mind.
The case against James Dillard,
Kansas University (KU)
a
student who hit a psychology
professor on the leg with a pie,
ended in a hung jury.
Dave Homes said he pressed
charges against Dillard because
Dillard interrupted his class and
hurt the image of KU. Dillard
said he threw the pie "in good
fun" and because Holmes' class
offered him $20 to make the hit.
Another trial may be started
in November.
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Marietta Dance proves successful
The Broadway Pier marked
the starting point of an un
forgettable evening for many
USD students and their guests
last Friday night, 10 October.
As the boat, "Marietta," set
sail, at 8:00 p.m., the annual
USD boat dance was underway.
The "Marietta" cruised San
Diego Bay, under the Coronado
Bridge, and South Bay.
The ASB sold the maximum
250 tickets in advance. Many
students who were not able to
purchase
advance tickets

Amnesty bill
now pending
A bill extending amnesty to
all draft resisters and deserters
who opposed the Vietnam war
has been approved by the House
Civil Liberties committee.
Hidden campus talents performed their skills at the Lark on October 11

An Open Open Letter to AS
by Bob Bavasi
Dear Officers,
This will be the first of many
letters 1 will write this year
telling you how to do your jobs.
1 feel it is my duty as a pursuer
of higher education to give you
my advice on how to run the
government, and don't worry, it
won't cost you a cent. You also
needn't worry about hearing
from me too often because my
ideas come few and far bet
ween, usually' during periods of
mild sobriety, and besides I
won't ask for much.
For instance, I'm not even
going to ask you to remodel the
Student Union into a topless go-

go bar, or put slot machines in
the game room. I've even
decided to forgo the idea of
asking you to bring the Las
Vegas Follies here, although I
don't think it would be a bad
idea.
What I'm going to ask,
however, is not even an original
idea. As a matter of fact the last
AS government tried it, but
failed. All I'm asking you to do
is succeed. That's why I'm
asking early. To give you plenty
of time.
Being normal human beings,
you wouldn't go out and bet a
large sum of money on a horse
without at least looking at a
[Continued on page 5]

The proposed law would
grant full amnesty to all soldiers
who went AWOL and draft
resisters willing to sign a sworn
statement saying that the reason
for their actions was a moral
opposition to the Vietnam war.
The bill, approved by the sub
committee in a 4 to 1 vote, calls
for US citizenship to be restored
to anyone who declared that he
left the country or renounced
his citizenship because of the
war. It also grants amnesty to
any soldier who "disobeyed a
direct order which, if obeyed,
could have led to the death of
another human being."
The chairman of the House
Civil Liberties committee,
Robert Kastenmeier, said he
believes there is a chance—
although a slim one-that full
Congress will approve the bill.

Financial Assistance: The Money Matters
About 45 percent of the fulltime equivalent students at
tending USD are receiving some
sort of financial aid.
But among the other 55
percent there are those students
who may need the extra money
but just never got it, probably
because they never knew what
was available to them or how to
get it, or maybe they just
couldn't get in the groove of the
application deadlines between
last year's exams or TG's.
Whatever the case may be, there
are those who need to know the
latest about financial aid-the
money matter-and, needless to
say, it does.
Perhaps the most pressing
question is, can I still get
monetary aid for the 1976
January Intersession or Spring
Semester? "At this point we
can't promise the students
anything," answers Assistant
Director of Financial Aid John
Sansone, "but there will be
funds available from specific
programs." His office is still
unsure of the amount of funds
remaining from that allotted to
the 1975-76 academic year's
financial
aid
budget
an
estimated $1,40000, of which
about 75 percent is provided by
the Federal or State govern
ments.
- Financial
aid
is usually
awarded on a yearly basis, with
one-half the amount allocated
to the student's first semester,
and the remaining half to the
second semester. Those students
who are seeking aid for the
Spring semester but "just didn't
apply" in time last year, should
pick up an application in the
Financial Aid Office and return
it by December 1, said Sansone.
The only aid available for the
January Intersession is that for

those students already em
ployed by the Federally funded
College Work-Study Program
(CWSP). Although jobs are
available on and off campus, 98
percent of the students now
employed under this program
are working on campus in such
areas as the sports center or the
library or AS office aides. The
salaries are $2.20 or $2.40 per
hour, depending on how long
one has worked.
But this leads us into
examining
the
different
financial
aid
programs
available, most of which are
based on financial need rather
than scholarship. Regarding the
applications, which are to be
returned to the financial Aid
Office by April 1 preceeding the
academic year for which one is
applying, Sansone said, "The
only thing we want to know is
the student's financial need.
Anything else (example:, ethnic
background)
isn't
our
business."
A
general
requirement is that the ap
plicant must carry at least 12
units while receiving aid.
So that a student's financial
situation can be determined, he
is asked to complete the USD
financial aid application and the
Parents Confidential Statement
(PCS). The latter is evaluated
by the College Scholarship
Service which reports to the
school what they evaluate the
students family could con
tribute to his expenses. If one's
combined educational and
living costs exceed this amount,
he is considered to have a "need
factor", and to be eligible for
financial aid.
It is then up to the Director of
Financial Aid, Lora Perry, and
Sansone to meet the student's
needs through "packaging"-

providing the student with an
assortment of awards which will
meet his needs.
Other Federally funded
programs besides the previously
mentioned CWSP include the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (BEOG) and the Sup
plemental
Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG).
The first, nicknamed "Bog",
must be applied for directly to
the Federal government, while
the latter, available only to
those students in exceptionally
high financial need, can be
obtained from USD. Another
option is the National Direct
Student Loan Program.
"California has a very
generous
financial
aid
program," said Sansone. It's
main program is the California
State Scholarship, obtainable
directly from the state. The
application deadline date is
December 6 preceeding the year
for which one is applying.
USD allocates six percent of
its budget to student aid,
funding three programs: 1) the
University of San Diego
Scholarships, in which financial
need is not taken into con
sideration, but one must
generally have at least a 3.0
GPA,
2)
the
Catholic
Leadership
Scholarship
available to one freshman and
one junior transfer from each of
the 12 deaneries in the diocese,
and 3) the USD Grant, available
to students of low income
families.
But most important,
said Sansone, "We've been
seeing more students. If we've
been making them feel more
comfortable here, then that's
what counts
our doors are
open all the time." And he
means it.

showed up anyway. They were
allowed to buy tickets at the
door.
Students seemed to enjoy the
music of "Pegasus," since the
tiny dance floor, on the lower
deck, was continually packed
too full for comfort.
The upper deck provided
relief for anyone over-heated by
the dance floor. It was also a
romantic, starry setting for
lovers.
Those who had not been
previously warned were shocked
and disappointed to discover
that the bar was closed. The
"Marietta" crew refused to
serve liquor to USD students
because of problems which
arose last year, when some
students got carried away.
Everyone had to make due with
the "free-for-all" coke tapper.
One couple, so frustrated by
the lack of alcoholic beverages,

donned life preservers and were
ready to jump overboard, until
the security persons reminded
them of the icy water tem
perature. Once the "Marietta"
embarked upon her journey,
there was no return for three
hours.
Of course, Jackson Muecke
once again led the fashion scene
in his "tuxedo shirt," (designed
after a tuxedo, complete with
boutonniere and
tie), and
jacket. He was closely followed
by Annosha, who captured
everyone's eyes in his full-length
crimson cape.
Many people felt that the
dance ended all too quickly
when the "Marietta" returned
to the dock at 11:00 p.m. The
crowd was lively and in good
spirits. No cases of sea-sickness
were reported. All in all, the
annual USD boat dance was a
great success.

NSF hands out grants
WASHINGTON,
D.C. - engineering, and social sciences,
The National Research Council and in the history and
has again been called upon to philosophy of science. Awards
advise the National Science will be made in clinical,
Foundation in the selection of education, or business fields, in
candidates for the Foundation's history or social work, for work
program
of
Graduate leading to medical, dental, law,
Fellowships. Panels of eminent or public health degrees, or for
scientists appointed by the study
in
joint
scienceNational Research Council will professional degree programs.
evaluate qualifications of Applicants must be citizens of
applicants. Final selection will the United States, and will be
be made by the Foundation, judged solely on the basis of
w it h awards to be announced on ability. The annual stipend for
Graduate Fellows will be $3,900
March 15, 1976.
Initial
NSF
Graduate for a twelve-month tenure with
Fellowship awards are intended no dependency allowances.
for students at or near the
Applicants will be required to
beginning of their graduate take the Graduate Record
study. In general, therefore, Examinations designed to test
those eligible to apply will be scientific
aptitude
and
college seniors or first-year a c h i e v e m e n t .
The
graduate students this Fall. examinations, administered by
Subject to the availability of the Educational Testing Service,
funds, new fellowships awarded will be given on December 13,
in the Spring of 1976 will be for 1975 at designated centers
periods of three years, the throughout the United States
second and third years con and in certain foreign countries.
tingent on certification to the
The deadline date for the
Foundation by the fellowship submission of applications for
institution of the student's NSF Graduate Fellowships is
satisfactory progress toward an December 1, 1975. Further
adv anced degree in science.
information and application
These fellowships will be materials may be obtained from
awarded for study or work the Fellowship Office, National
leading to master's or doctoral Research
Council,
2101
degrees in the mathematical, C o n s t i t u t i o n
Avenue,
physical, medical, biological, Washington, D.C. 20418.
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VISTA

A boy and his dog
Tim O-Rourke

by R. Corbin Houchins
E & J Gallo Winery
THROUGH THE DRINKING
GLASS
or
What to See When Looking
at Wine
The great Chinese chefs say
that good food appeals to all five
senses. It should be attractive to
look at and a pleasure to smell,
feel good in the mouth, produce
a proper sound when masticated
and, of course, appeal to the taste.
Except, I must admit, for t h e
sound effects, good wine posses
ses the same characteristics.
The technique of tasting is de
signed to permit evaluation of all
the salient qualities of the wine.
Professional tasters vary a good
deal in the details of their tasting
methods. I think the following
represents the best starting point
in developing your own technique
of tasting.
The wine you are going to taste
should be in a clear, stemmed
glass of no less than an eightounce capacity. (Clear, so you can
evaluate the color of the wine;
stemmed, so your hand does not
heat it.) The glass shoulc' be
shaped so that the diameter of
the rim is slightly smaller than
the diameter of the part that
holds the wine and poured no
more than one-third to one-half
full. (Only partly full to permit
volatile components of the wine
to accumulate in the upper por
tion of the glass so you can smell
them, narrowing toward the top
to prevent the volatile substances
from dissipating into the air.)
Such a glass can be used for any
wine on all occasions.
First, look at the wine. Look at
a light source through the wine.
Then look down through the wine
at a white surface such as a blank
piece of paper or a tablecloth
that is well illuminated, tilting
the glass until the wine almost
runs out of it. (Looking through
the wine will reveal any cloudi
ness or suspended matter; tilting
the glass so that the wine is shal
lower permits you to evaluate
the color more accurately.)
What we are looking for is clar
ity and pleasing color. Color
variations, particularly among red
wines, are considerable. If you
take care to notice them, you will
find that different wines are more
or less pleasing to look at. For
example, I find a bright magenta
rather annoying, and am pleased
by, say, a velvety garnet with
hints of terra cotta at the edge.
Your preference may, with equal
justification, be just the contrary
—the point being that there is an
aesthetic factor to pay attention
to, however you may react to it.
Some people also note how the
wine slides down the inside of
the glass after swirling. I find
that factor (caused by variations
in surface tension among wines)
of very limited interest. A wine
with a high glycerol or sugar con
tent will tend to form "legs"
rather than "sheets," but that is
only a rough guide to something
your palate can tell you with
relative precision.
Next week we'll continue our
discussion of tasting techniques
with some remarks on how to
smell wine.

I M P R O V E your
ABILITIES thru
HYPNOSIS
DICKRAKOW

281-4586

Don't be misled by the title of
the film. A Boy and His Dog is
not a Walt Disney production.
Nor is it a nature film. Billed as
a "rather kinky tale of sur
vival", the scenario is the year
2024 in Arizona some forty
years after the final devastation
of World War III which, ac
cording to the film, lasted in its
hot and cold stages from 1950
to 1983. The topography,
however, is faintly reminiscent
of southern Arizona circa 1975.
The film stars (Don Johnson
and Susanne Benton) are
unknowns, with the exception
of a special appearance by
Jason Robards.
Social structures have been
erased and what is left of
mankind consists in either
savage groups of scavengers and
marauders or peripateic loners
like the protagonist Vic. (His
dog insists on calling him
Albert). Don't be put off by the
idea of a talking dog. Com
munication with his master is
achieved by a thought process.
And the dog definitely has some
of the best one-liners in the
film. The kinky plot cannot be
detailed any further without
spoiling the effect, and should
be seen from the beginning. At
the Cinerama Theater.

Roger Daltrey fans should get
ready for the next feature at the
Lisztomania,
Cinerama,
another Ken Russell production
(he did Tommy, too). A
popularized life of the com
poser Liszt, who in his day was
mobbed by female followers,
the film will feature more
dialogue for Daltrey than he
had in Tommy, and will also
star Ringo Starr as a pope. Rick
Wakeman will electrify several
Liszt-Wagner themes.
This weekend at the Ken
Cinema, 4061 Adams the
double feature is The Groove
Tube and Frank Zappa's 200
Motels, starring the Mothers of
Invention. Beginning the 19th
the Ken will present the ac
claimed film A Woman under
the Influence for which actress
Gena Rowlands received an
Academy Award nomination.
Directed by John Cassavetes,
the film stars his wife Gena
Rowlands, Peter Falk, as well as
Cassavetes'
parents
and
mother-in-law. Woman is
comparable to Alice Doesn't
Live Here Any More, for which
Ellen Burstyn did receive the
Oscar, in that both films strive
to present some of the problems
of the contemporary woman in
a sympathetic manner. Woman
[Continued on page 6]

Why buy? Grow your own! Learn how in USD's new gardening class.

USD offers gardening
Students are invited to visit
the USD gardening class which
is held on Saturdays from 9-11,
behind the transportation
center.
The class is in the process of
planting the fall-winter crop.
The variety of crops will include
15 types of vegetables, 5 kinds

Freshman explodes college myths
by Tim Ryland
Recently released statistics
here at USD have outlined for
us the typical freshman. He has
a high school GPA of 3.1, SAT
scores of 450-verbal and 478math.
The VISTA was curious as to
what this mythical being, the
Typical Freshman, looked like.
In search of one of the rare
species, we checked with
Admissions and found one with
a high school GPA of 3.2, and
with SAT scores of 450-verbal,
478-math. Elated, we delved
into this person's background
and compiled personal in
terviews, psychiatric profiles,
general impressions of the
aspiring collegiate, until we had
a dossiere big enough to double
as a notebook for the Jolly
Green Giant. After a week of
intensive research we zeroed in
on our typical first-year college
student: Freddy Freshman.
Here with is the VISTA's
exclusive interview with Freddy:
VISTA: What is the one truth
that you hope to find through
your studies in college, the one
cosmic question that has em
blazoned itself indelibly in your
consciousness?
Freddy: When I was but a
child, the Ultimate Question
posed itself to my eager
adolescent mind, which as yet

had insufficient resources to
answer.
VISTA (after a pause):
Which was?
Freddy: I always wondered
how they got the creamy filling
inside Twinkies.
VISTA: Have you found the
answer?
Freddy: Not yet, but my
academic
probings
have
narrowed it down to two things:
it is either the unanswerable
question or the unquestionable
answer.
VISTA: Pithy.
Freddy: I read it in Boys'
Life.
VISTA: So you were a Boy
Scout.
Freddy: No. My little sister
was.
VISTA: Freddy, what was
your first impression of college?
Freddy: Four fingers and a
thumb.
VISTA: Could you clarify
that for our readers?
Freddy: I remarked to a
football player that he had the
1Q of a pithed Guatemalan
avocado, and he left the im
pression of four fingers and a
thumb on my face.
VISTA: Despite such an
occational encounter, have you
felt at home in the college
lifestyle?
Freddy: Well, the guys in the
dorm are okay as long as they

INTER-CLUB COUNCIL
This year, a new Inter-Club Council will be forming to assist
clubs in coordinating their activities with the A.S. This council is to
be headed by Liam McGee, who is also the Assistant Social
Chairman. From this perspective, he will have an overview of social
activities to best advise the clubs in planning their own functions.
New budget rules are in effect and it will be important for clubs to
keep informed.
The A.S. currently recognizes 21 clubs on this campus with
constitutions on file. These are:
Accounting Society
Model U.N.
Alcala Park Players
Nursing Association
Biology Club
Phi Alpha Theta
Black Student Union
Phi Sigma Tau
Business Club
Pre-Med Club
Chinese Student Club
Psi Chi
Le Club Francais
Sociology Club
Inter-Fraternity Council
United Women
International Club
Veterans Club
International Meditation Society Volunteers For The Deaf
MECHA
Membership lists are now required for these clubs to be fully
recognized as "active."
If you ar einterested in club information or on forming a new
club on campus, see the Secretary of Justice, A.S. Office.

stay locked up, but I always feel
kind of awkward walking down
those big, echoing halls and
talking about what they could
do to improve the cafeteria
food.
VISTA: Why awkward?
Freddy: Well, you know, I
mean I feel 1 should be
discussing something im
portant, and value-oriented,
like the indifference of nature to
the strugglings of man against a
basically chaotic universe over
which he has no control, or
walking along with some
bearded
and
dark-eyed
professor, three thick books
under my arm, saying how yes,
I could see the parallel between
the architectural design of the
men's and women's dorms and
the vertical and horizontal
structure of patriarchal and
matriarchal society.
VISTA:
Hmmm.
Well,
getting back to the basics, what
do you think they could do to
improve the cafeteria food?
Freddy: Burn it.
VISTA: Could you clarify
that for our readers?
Freddy: No.
VISTA: What do you think
of dorm life?
Freddy: I didn't know they
were alive.
VISTA: Then let's put it this
way: suddenly you're no longer
in high school; you've become a
self-sufficient college student.
Did this come as a shock to
you?
Freddy: To tell you the truth,
I did a lot of preparing for
college; all last summer I
readied myself physically as well
as psychologically for the big
jump. You know, Transendental Meditation and all
those Mystic Secrets of the East.
Then, after all that, at the last
minute I decided not to go.
VISTA: Then what are you
doing here?
Freddy: My parents rented
out my room.
VISTA: Have you settled
down to college life enough to
where you're beginning to feel a
little more at home?
Freddy: A little too much at
home.
VISTA: Could you clarify
that for our readers?
Freddy: Skip Walsh just
rented out my room.

of herbs, and 8 kinds of
flowers. By the use of proper
methods as demonstrated by
instructor Joseph Doetz, fallwinter gardening can be as
fruitful as spring gardening.
During the semester, many
aspects of gardening will be
covered. Among these include
soil
preparation,
planting,
composting, and weed and pest
control. Students will also learn
the joy of home gardening. A
local horticulist will give a
lecture on the care of indoor
plants.
When harvest time comes in
December,
the
plants and
vegetables will go on sale. This
will give the students a chance
to buy vegetables at low prices,
while helping to support the
gardening center.

Fonda. . .
Continued from Page 1
University Administration role
in the situation vis-a-vis the
students. Our action was taken
in good faith on the in
formation received from the
VISTA article and a con
versation with Chuck LiMandri
director of the Speakers
Bureau.
We called Chuck LiMandri
Friday for 'the facts' about the
situation before acting, since he
is the one in charge of the
Speaker's Series. We acted only
after getting an account from
him in which he made clear to
us that his decision to cancel
was mainly in response to what
he perceived as pressure from
Dr. Hughes and Dean Burke,
and concern about the on going
relationship
between " the
associated students and the
administration."
Ms. Wishik also stated that,
"There is now talk of requiring
some
sort
of
speaker's
Approval Board under the 1969
policy which has not been in use
for several years. Having never
seen this policy I cannot
comment on its contents but
will say that clear non-political
or censorship functions of such
a board must be demonstrated
for it to be in any way
justifiable and I have serious
reservations
about
such
procedures."
The Association President
met with Ms. Fonda Sunday to
explain the situation to her and
Ms. Fonda agreed to appear at
the School of Law if a date
could
be scheduled before
November.
ABORTION ALTERNATIVES

S o n D i e g o PRO-LIFE
583 5433
24 HOURS
FREE SPEAKERS AND
STUDY ROOM AVAILABLE
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Humane Society handles pets
by Sylvia Ridland
The owner was enraged. He
had watched from his window
as the dog catcher had cruised
up, bagged his collie who had
been barking uproariously in his
front yard, and driven off
before the stricken man could
get out his front door. After
having raised the roof of the
dog pound with booming
oratories on the gross injustice
of the situation, the pet owner
was informed that what had
transpired in his front yard was
technically legal, but ethically
dubious.
The man's problem ts typical
of many pet owners': he was
unaware of the laws which
restrict his pet's freedom. The
dog pound can indeed walk into
one's front yard, legally, and
haul away one's toy poodle that
is snoozing peacefully on the
front steps. The law states that
any dog who is not restrained is
stray and subject to removal.
Complaints are received when
a loose dog makes a nuisance of
itself. The dog catcher brings in
two types of animals, licensed
and stray. If there is a license of
any kind, the owner will be
contacted right away. If he has
not picked his pet up after a
period of five working days, the
animal
becomes
county
property, and a decision is made
as to what is to be done. If it is
young, healthy, and a breed
that will go fast, it is put up for
adoption.
Otherwise
the
creature is put to sleep (a rather
sentimental
euphemism
for
being killed), and given to
UCSD for medical research.

keep the native jackrabbits in
terror. The other spot is at the
mouth of the San Diego River,
at the north end of Ocean
Beach. Of course, your pet
pooch is allowed on any
sidewalk as long as it is on a
leash.
The dogs that do make
nuisances of themselves bring
the officers out onto the street.
Some of these animal's offenses
can include running through
and defecating on other's front
yards, trampling plants and
flowers in the process. On the
beaches the frequent problems
include
intimidating
en
terprising sun bathers, kicking
sand on them and even oc
casionally nipping their heels.
This tends to irritate the nondog lover. So off Fido goes to
the Pound.
A more desireable alternative
to the dog pound is the Humane
Society. Whereas the major
objective of the Pound is to
protect people from the
animals, the Humane Society's
role is to protect the animals
from people. This is a much
more admireable and often
more urgent role than the
former.
Unfortunately,
the
pound is supplemented by
county
taxes, whereas the
Humane Society must survive
on private donations. The
officers at the Humane Society
are not allowed to pick up strays
because they have no means of
rabies control. But if you are an
animal lover and find a stray,
here is what to do:

Keep the animal for two
If the dog is a stray it will be weeks and then turn it over to
kept for three working days the Society. When the animal is
before it becomes county brought in, you can then make
property. The same procedure the decision as to what is to be
follows in this case. When an done with it. Most animals are
owner picks up his dog he must put up for adoption; they stay
pay a fee: if the dog's licenses are until a new home can be found.
in order, a service charge of $20
The Humane Society officers
is levied, plus a two dollar fee will answer and pursue any call
for every night that the dog that pertains to the mistreat
stays at the pound. -The owner ment of any animal. They will
of an unlicensed dog has to pay bring it into custody and nurse
an additional fee of $2 for a it to health again if need be.
rabies shot.
Some of the other services that
the Society offers are the
For those who are in despair boarding of dogs, teaching
for their captive pets, there are people how to care for their
two areas where dogs are animals, registering cats, and
allowed to run free of their giving obediance training for
leashes. One is Fiesta Island, dog owners.
located behind the Hilton Inn
The grounds of the Humane
on Mission Bay, where the
myriad of loose, happy dogs Society are very nicely kept. The
THE FRENCH DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO. ALCALA PARK
PROUDLY PRESENTS

WOMEN IN FRNNCE
OCTOBER 20 - 31.1975 - FOUNDERS HALL

Prepared by the French Cultural Services, the Exhibit - a photo-illustrated survey on French
Women, will be open to the public and especially to the teachers and students of French on
Mondays

October 20 and 27. from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.

Tuesdays

October 21 and 28. from 2 30 to 5:30 p.m

Wednesdays

October 22 and 29. from 2 30 to 5:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 23

11:00 to 12:00 noon - The French Hour - program presented
by U.S.D. Faculty and Students (in English),
American Parlor
Founders Hall

Saturday. October 25

Under the auspices of:
The French Consul General - Los Angeles - Mr. and Mrs. M.Rougagnon
The French Cultural Attache' - Los Angeles - Mr. Chr. Tual
The French Consul - San Diego - Mr. and Mrs. J.-P. Paris
"Vin d'honneur" and sandwiches and visit of the exhibit
Founders Hall

11:30 a.m. to 1:00p.m.

Book exhibit of feminine and feminist French literature - presented
by La Cite des livres - Los Angeles - Founders Hall

1:00p.m.

Program (in French) presenting different aspects of the active life
of F.ench Women of San Diego, Suzanne Bourgeois -Science
Francoise Gilot - Art. Lucienne Ouillemin - Music. Monigue
Gray - Sports; Aline Hornaday - Franco-American efficiency.
France Santel/a - Psychology
Salomon Lecture Hall, in DeSales Hall

4 OOp.m.

One-Woman Show (in English) - for the whole family
Stephanie Rich as Sarah Bernhadt
Camino Theater - opened at 3 00 p.m.
Tickets, at the door Adults S3.00, Students Si.00

US D gratefully acKnovotagn the

For further information contact

< Li&Magai.ne

Dr. Jeanne B. Rigsby. Tek 291 6480 ext. 237 or 286

ANY DONATION TO THE USD FRENCH SCHOLARSHIP FUNO WILL BE APPRECIATED

m
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kennels were just rebuilt a year
ago and the drainage improved.
The pens are much easier to
keep clean and they are con
stantly being washed down.
There is an added attraction to
the place and that is the Farm
Yard, an area full of farm
animals. The public can go in
and pet these animals, which is
a real stoker for the kiddies.
The Glorious Junque is a
thrift shop that carries books,
blankets, bric-a-brac, and other
merchandise for sale. Proceeds
help to feed the animals. But he
Humane Society to afford these
operations through donations
only, and any donation,
however small, is gratefully
accepted. The Society is located
at 887 Sherman Street. Call 2972179 for more information.

How I almost became
a Chest Inspector
b> Dennis Clausen

Last spring the post office ac
cidentally mailed a letter to me
intended for a medical doctor at
UCSD, and the subsequent chain of
events made me realize that in
spite of our country's many
problems, people are still capable
of laughing at themselves and life.
Let me quote the letter in its en
tirety before relating the sub
sequent events:
Dr. Jack Clausen
University of California, San Diego
San Diego, California 92110
Dear Doctor Clausen:
It has been suggested to me that
you might be interested in the
possibility of an appointment as
Chief of the Chest Section at this
hospital.
This is an excellent opportunity
for an individual who would like to
head up an academic chest unit of
moderate size with excellent
physical facilities and junior staff
at present. An opportunity also
exists for the incoming Chief to
bring at least one associate of his
own choosing. Our current
physical plant will be replaced by a
new hospital which is under con
struction and will be completed
about two years hence. The Chief
of the Chest Section will of course
receive an appropriate parallel
appointment in the Department of
Medicine at UCLA. Our Chest
Section now has vigorous teaching
and research programs; it is hoped
that these will be even more
vigorous in the future.
Should you be interested in ex
ploring this possibility, I would
appreciate receiving a copy of your
curriculum vitae and bibliography.
If you would like to know more
about the situation, please feel free
to contact me at the Veterans
Administration Hospital.
If you are willing to have us
make inquiries concerning your
qualifications at the present stage
of discussion, you could expedite
matters for us by suggesting the
names of about five people whom
we might contact.
If not personally interested in the
opportunity, perhaps you can
suggest other candidates.
I look forward to hearing from
you. An early reply would be
helpful, since we have to move
expeditiously toward an ap
pointment.
The letter was signed by a Mr.
Symour Dayton, Chief of the
Medical Service at UCLA. Well of
course my first reaction was this is
some kind of put-on, perhaps
engineered by one of my more
enterprising students. Maybe I
came into the world with a dirty
mind, or perhaps my experience
teaching literature has made me
more sensitive to the many im
plications of language, but terms
like "Chief of the Chest Section,"
"an academic chest unit of

moderate size," and "vigorous
teaching and research programs"
suggested all kinds of hidden
meanings to me.
However, after a few phone calls
I found that there was indeed a Dr.
Jack Clausen at UCSD, and that
there was an opening in the chest
section at UCLA. As a result I took
the offer more seriously. In fact I
applied for the job, submitting a
letter of application, bibliography,
and curriculum vitae to UCLA; at
the same time that I forwarded the
original letter to Dr. Jack Clausen,
as it seemed only fair to give him
an equal opportunity to apply for
the position. After all, the original
letter was intended for him, and
only divine intervention or
whatever placed it in my hands
first. I suggested, however, that
since I had been kind enough to
forward the letter to him, the least
he could do is support me should he
not be interested in the position.
My letter read as follows:
Dr. Jack Clausen
University of California, San Diego
San Diego, California 92110
Dear Doctor Clausen:
Enclosed is a letter which was
inadvertently sent to me at the
University of San Diego, obviously
the mistake resulting from the fact
that we have the same last name.
Also, I hope you will not be of
fended that I have already taken
the liberty of applying for the
position, and my bibliography and
curriculum vitae are on their way
to UCLA. As a Professor of English
I suspect that I am not fully
qualified to accept the position as
Chest Inspector at the UCLA
Veterans Hospital, though I must
admit the position does sound quite
intriguing. However, should you
decide to decline the offer, I would
appreciate your mentioning my
name as a possible alternate
candidate and lending me your
support. Although I lack the
necessary educational credentials
for the position, I can assure you I
have an abundance of enthusiasm.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dennis M. Clausen
Assistant Professor of English
University of San Diego
Needless to say, I did not
seriously expect a response either
from Dr. Jack Clausen or from the
UCLA Medical School, unless they
would take the time to inform the
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sceinces that he had a crazy
person working under him.
However, I did receive a response,
and as I suggested at the outset, it
is nice to be reminded that people
can take a little time out to laugh at
life. The letter I received read as
follows:
Dr. Dennis Clausen
Professor of English
University of San Diego
San Diego. California 92110

Dear Dr. Calusen:
Thanks for sending the misad
dressed letter. I am currently quite
content with my position here with
the University of California, and
hence am not interested in the
position at UCLA. The Chief of
Medicine there called me today to
talk about the position and after
reaffirming that I was definitely
not interested, I inquired as to
whether he might be interested in
the Professor of English who was
[Continued on page 6]

Letter. . .
[Continued from page 3]
program. Yet each semester we
bet a large sum at the Business
Office that the teacher we've
picked will be a winner. And, as
I believe we all know, a teacher
can make or break a class. It
wasn't
that
"The
Anthropological Aspects of the
Pacific Beach Sand Dwellers"
was such an interesting topic,
but it was the professor that
made it so. If you pick a lousy
horse you lose, same with a
teacher.
What we need, dear officers,
is for you to put together a good
teacher "evaluation form to be
given to all students, compiled,
and results published. If done
correctly, this could be a great
service and then if we had a
choice of professors to take we
needn't rely soly on their
names, the way they part their
hair, or their composure at the
starting gate.
Alas, many of the larger
schools use computerized forms
to make the whole process
easier. We, of course, would
have to rent computer time, but
I believe it would be a good
investment for it would insure
this student service of being
done quickly and accurately. It
may cost a little, but with the
money we spend on social
activities, which I truly enjoy
but my cerebral cortex loathes,
it might also be a wise idea to
spend a little bit on the reason
why some people actually came
here - to get an educator..'
Look at it this way. If we
weren't graded how would
anyone know who the top
students were; same with
teachers. I hope this doesn't
sound cold-blooded, but it's a
simple case of economics. You
pay good money and deserve
the best your money can buy.
Therefore, student officers, pull
this off and you'll have the
privilege of
looking upon
yourselves as consumer ad
vocates.
Best of luck to you. We'll be
looking forward to a big
payoff.

Page 6

Newsbrieh. . .
[Continued from page 1]
coming Queen are due October
17. Pictures will be taken
Thrusday, October 23, at 12:15.
USD Intersession '76
This year ninteeen courses
will be offered for Intersession
ranging from Nursing Process
to Explorations Into the Mind.
Courses will be both days and
evenings, graduate and un
dergraduate and classes over all
the colleges and schools.
Dr.
Raymond Brandes,
director of Graduate and

Inspector. . .
Continued from Page 5

originally contacted. He did feel
quite strongly, however, that even
an unlimited supply of enthusiasm
would not suffice unless the can
didate had some minimal ex
perience in this field; hence I think
that at this time further pursuit of
this position would probably not be
rewarding.
Thanks again
Sincerely,
Jack L. Calsusen, M.D.
Pulmonary Section
Assistant Professor of Medicine
University of California, San Diego
Drats. It seemed much more
exciting than correcting misplaced
modifiers and dangling participle
phrases for a living.
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Special Programs stated that
"Students appear to like these
special three week courses
because they have an op
portunity to accelerate their
academic programs. We try to
offer not only general education
courses but also special courses
which professors and students
have an indicated interest in."
USD Intersession will be in its
seventh year as of 1976. In
1975, 325 students took part in
the sixteen courses offered and
it was the subject of a special
article in the Los Angeles
Times.
An Intersession bulletin
describing these and other
courses may be obtained from
the
Intersession
Office in
Founders Hall or by calling 2916480 ext. 221.
Student Union Remodeling
As anyone who has heard the
clamor in the Student Union
this past week may have sur
mised, the Lark and game-room
areas are being remodeled. Due
to the increased number of
people attending Larks, the wall
between the Lark and the gameroom is being pushed back. This
will allow a larger space for the
audience. Also, because of
vandalism and theft in the
game-room gates will be added
to the entries which will be
locked at appropriate times.

TRECREATIO]
BORED?

'A.

TRY '

SPORTS

In this issue:
- An Official Recreational
Dept. Reprimand
- Deep Sea Fishing Trips
Cancelled.
- Ski Trip at Thanksgiving.
- 50 mile Club.
The Recreation Department
is thoroughly sick and tired of
all you last minute planners out
there who refuse to make a
commitment for anything but a

® £5%

\-s5c

T.G. until its too late. The boat
dance and U.S.D. Hockey night
are prime examples. Those who
waited until it was too late
bellyached after trying to buy
tickets on a Thurs. and Friday
but found out that again, they
were too late. PEOPLE, please
don't wait until you've found
out if the right people are going
before you make a decision. Be
an in Individual - make your

Council to help
transfer students
If you're having troubles with
transferring, either between
colleges, to another major or
from undergraduate to graduate
studies, the San Diego County
Collegiate Council is having a
workshop that may help you.

Office, will be responsible for
providing a liaison between
SDCCC and CPO on its ac
tivities, analyzing programs and
proposals for SDCCC and
assisting the public information
staff at CPO.

Administrators and student
presidents from the thirteen San
Diego County Colleges, will be
at the workshop to discuss
transfer problems and would
like to talk to you.

Proficiency in writing is
necessary, and background in
public administration, business
administration or student
government is preferred.

The conference will be held at
9 a.m., Thursday, Oct. 23, at
San Diego State University in
Aztec
Center,
Council
Chambers.
If
you
have
problems please see your
student body president for more
information.
An intern position as liaison
between the San Diego County
Collegiate Council (SDCCC)
and
the
Comprehensive
Planning Organization (CPO) is
now open.
The intern, who will work out
of the Public Communications

SDCCC is the organization of
student body presidents of San
Diego
County's
thirteen
colleges and universities; CPO
is the regional planning
organization for such things as
mass transit, housing, and other
matters affecting the thirteen
cities and the County of San
Diego.
Applications for the intern
position are available at the
Associated Students office on
your campus. Applications are
available until October 24,
1975. Interviews will be con
ducted October 27th-31st.

33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
I

Name.
Address.

I
I

City_

.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

.Zip.

Jean-Claude Jackson gets a pre-season workout on the Moguls at
Sports Center South in preparation for U.S.D.'s upcoming Ski
extravaganza to UTAH at Thanksgiving.

''STAY' X . '
^ ...# YOUNG V,;t
*
|
LONGER} i
*
PLAY
m SPORTS
arvnu /

own decision for a change make it a little earlier.
Due to an unfortunate dock
accident to the "OMEGA",
U.S.D.'s fishing yacht, the Oct.
19 deep sea fishing trip has been
cancelled until the boat has been
repaired.
If you were planning to go
deep sea fishing please keep
your gear ready until we're
ready to go again, which should
be in a few weeks.
SNOW IN UTAH
It has already snowed in
Utah. All preliminary weather
indications are that we'll be
skiing our
buns off at
Thanksgiving. The Recreation
Department is now accepting
deposits ($20.00) on the total
cost of the trip ($115.00) which
reserves your place with us.
Don't wait until its too late only 42 skiers will go-you be
one of 'em.
Anyone interested in reaping
the benefits of jogging and
swimming are encouraged to
participate in U.S.D.'s 50-mile
club. Swim and/or jog at your
convenience to build up mileage
towards your 50-mile certificate
and
neato-Columbia
Blue,
Nylon 50-mile shirt.
Anyone interested should
contact Jackson at the Sports
Center Recreation Office. (2916480 ext. 357)

The Demise of Apathy
By
Michael Liuzzi
Apathy.
Cynicism.
Pessimism. All too often, both
the USD community and its
students are smothered by a
barrage of insults about the
faults and shortcomings of
themselves, each other, or both.
It seems to be the perpetually
popular trend to search out
flaws and weaknesses, and to
criticize them; thus, creating a
wound and digging it deep. The
motives behind the antagonist
are difficult to comprehend.
Perhaps they possess feelings of
inferiority or ego trips that
search to be satiated. Whatever
the case, all too much of this
phenomenon exists.
The recent senatorial elec
tions will most likely become
the newest stomping grounds
for the cynic. Again they will
crawl out from behind their
closed, sheltered lifes and go to
work. Cries of student apathy
and lackluster candidates will
fill the air. Revolutionary kings
will awaken.

Before these people stick their
feet too deeply into their
mouths, a few favorable
thoughts about the senatorial
elections should be heeded. In
comparison to other universities
in San Diego, USD ranks
highest in student concern.
Approximately sixteen percent
of the student body voted in this
years election. Initially, this
appears low. But when matched
against other area universities,
it takes on a much different
light. Voter participation at San
Diego State University measures
between only five and seven
percent. At Point Loma College
and UCSD, there is no student
senate.
Participation and com
petition amongst candidates has
also greatly increased. The
freshman class was well
represented by nine candidates.
The sophomores had three, the
juniors had four, and the senior
class four. There is a genuine
concern
about
student
government
amongst
these
people. Why then do so many
of you constantly cut them

Assembly Fellowship

Assemblyman Bob Wilson
(D-La Mesa) has announced
that applications are being
accepted for the 1976-77
Assembly Fellowship Program.
The Fellowship begins August
2, 1976 and concludes June 30,
1977.
Wilson said, "The fellowship
program pays its participants
$764 a month and provides an
11-month working education in
the Assembly for recent college
graduates from all fields
of
study."
Wilson also said, "The ten
Fellows chosen will be assigned
to staff positions with members
of the Assembly for five months

followed by six months with
Assembly Committees. Colleen
O'Connor, who ran for
Congress last year, was a Fellow
with my office in 1973 when I
was Chairman of the San Diego
Select Committee on Foster
Care."
The
Fellows
research
legislation, assist in Committee
business, and work in both the
district and the Capitol offices.
Applications may be obtained
by writing to the California
Assembly Fellowship Program,
C/O
Political
Science
Department,
University
of
California
at
Riverside,
Riverside, CA 92502.

down? Is it jealousy? Or are you
offended by the initiative they
have to run and that you lack?
You assume the role of the
armchair
quarterback.
You
pretend to know everything
there is to know, what plays to
call, what defenses to set up.
Never can you be wrong.
Seldom do you find your
scapegoats
criticizing
you.
Rather, they are forced to
defend themselves against your
un-warranted,
non-factual
accusations. Back off! Leave
peace
where
peace exists.
Controversy is good, but learn
to clean up your style. Clear
your eyes of the morbidness
that constantly clouds them.
Surprise someone and say
something kind. Certainly you
won't offend anyone.
Student government is only
one example of the entities you
deem feeble. Remember, you
too are weak, and err just like
your fellow human beings.
Learn to live with it as they have
learned to live with you. Good
news doesn't always have to be
bad news.

Movies. . .
Continued from Page 4
deals with a working-class
family in which the husband
will not let his wife out of her
housewifely and motherly role,
and in which the husband
rejects affection as a threat to
his masculinity. The film then
dwells on the increasingly
bizarre behavior of the wife
which results in her in
stitutionalization for a period of
time. The film is a poignant
analysis of a marriage in which
both partners have come to feel
trapped and unable to com
municate.
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Head Coach Brovelli brings
USD basketball team strength
Jim Brovelli, former allleague guard at the University
of San Francisco, embarks on
his third year here at the
University of San Diego. Jim is
the eighth coach in USD
history. He has compiled a 2726 record in his first two years
here, including a visit to the
NCAA Playoffs during the

Injured Torrerosmaintain hope
for home win against Pomona
The walking wounded from
the University of San Diego (13) will host the Sagehens, from
Pomona-Pitzer
(0-3) this
Saturday
night
at
USD
Stadium, game time is set for
7:30.
This contest will be preluded
by the Ford Motor co., Punt,
Pass, and Kick competition,
hosted this year (locally) by the
University of San Diego.
Torero head coach Dick
Logan is beside himself,
following the plague of injuries
to the Toreros offensive line.
Two weeks ago center Rich
Olivares was injured, and
forced to miss last week's 32-29
loss to Whittier College. But, it
was during this game where
USD lost both of it's regular
offensive
guards,
Morman
Scruggs and Fred Johnson.
Scruggs, will miss this week's
game with a badly sprained
ankle; Johnson, will be out
indefinately
with
either a
sprained knee or torn cartiledge.
Also injured last week was back
up center John Bruno (who
started in place of Olivares),
who pulled his groin early in the
first period, but was forced to
stay in the game, since USD had
no back up people, due to the 48
man player limit on the road.
Quarterback Dan Chaix is
improving from his fractured
sternum injury, and may begin
workouts soon.
"The loss of Scruggs really
hurt last week," claims Logan,
"after Mo got hurt we never
could get the running game
going again."
Coach Logan also had praise
for the blocking done by senior
wide receiver Steve Bubel, and
the fine job freshman defensive
back Jim Kliest played.
Pomona-Pitzer
is
having
problems of it's own. The
Sagehens have suffered two
consecutive 44-6 losses, one to
St. Mary's and the other to

Azuza-Pacific. In their only
other game they were shut out
by local US1U 35-0.
Last year Pomona was 1-8
overall, and came in last place
in the SCIAC. Sagehan coach
Walt Ambord is in his 14th
season at the school. The
Sagehens hope running back
Levi Henry (a USC transfer),
can get untracked this week.
This is the fifth consecutive
year these two schools have
met. USD has won big each of
the last three years. After losing
14-7 in 1971, USD has won by
scores of, 28-6, 57-7, and 40-26
last year.

This is the first of four
consecutive home games for the
Toreros. Last week's 29 points
were the most points ever scored
in a losing effort by a USD
team,

As in weeks previous, the
Toreros were cut in the backfield and on the line. USD's
offense took a commanding 150 lead in the first quarter to the
disapointment of the Poet's
homecrowd. Terry Franks
scoring from eight and two
yards out with
Bob Myers
kicking the first point after and
Dan Black adding a two point
conversion on the second.
Whittier came back before
the half ended to within five

Headed for northern
California (or LA. Burbank, Long Beach,
Ontario)? Call your campus rep or PSA and
tell them you want to buzz off. PSA gives you a lift.
^'

to

70

Gridders drop second straight in
32-29 loss to Whittier Poets

PSA tells
Uof San Diegoto
buzz off
29 times
a day.

Tennis team
wants you

Freshman
runningback,
Terry Frank, tied a USD school
record last Saturday night by
scoring three touchdowns. The
last time this feat was ac
complished was 1973, by Andy
Sanchez.

The USD Torero's football
team dug their season to 1-3
with a slipping loss to Whittier
last Saturday night 32-29, in a
see-saw battle.

1973-74 season.
Brovelli, 33, has an overall
record of 137-70 during his
coaching career. Before coming
to USD in 1973, he was the head
coach at Serra High of the West
Catholic Athletic League in San
Francisco. His final season at
Serra he compiled a 20-5 record;
"Buzz" Harnett was the center
on that team, who averaged
better than twenty points per
game.
As for the upcoming season
he says, "1 don't want to make
any predictions, but 1 feel that
this year with all the returning
players, together with the in
coming recruits, I think we have
necessary qualities, to
the
improve on last years record."
Brovelli was an all-West
Coast
Athletic
Conference
guard in his senior year at USF
in 1964. The Dons advanced to
the NCAA Western regional
playoffs in both his junior and
senior years.
Jim began his coaching career
in 1967 at Lick Wilmerding
High in San Francisco, where he
compiled a 54-29 record. He
moved on to Willow Glen High
in 1970, where his team was 174. In 1971, he was at Portland
University, where he served as
frosh coach. His team was 19-6,
and from there he moved on to
Serra
High, before finally
ending up at USD.

marking up on a five yard dash
and a 29 yard field goal in the
second period. The Toreros led
at the half 15-10.

25-22. The Toreros quickly
came back with a Mike Spooner
to Steve Buble scoring strike
that covered 66 yards, 29-25.

USD fell behind on a 42 yard
Poet scamper and a two point
conversion, 18-15 early in the
third quarter. Frand pulled the
Toreros back into the lead with

Miscues took over as the
Toreros fumbled on their 37.
losing the ball to the Poets. Six
plays and yards later, the Poets
added their final points with
1:38 left in the game on a 14
yard pass.

The fourth quarter started off
on the wrong foot for the
Toreros as they were assested
back to the USD 20 on the two
penalties after Frank's score
which gave the Poets the ball on
the insuring kick-off on USD's
47. It was a 12 yard pass and
Point after three plays later,
that put the Poets back on top

'Hoopers
workout

The Toreros offense took
over again their 32 and
promptly marched to the
Whittier 27 on five straight
sorties Spooner when disaster
stuck in the form of a fumble,
recovered by Whittier. With 18
seconds left the Poets iced the
game by running out the clock.

1 cannot say, that I think you
are very generous to the ladies;
for, whilst you are proclaiming
peace and good will to men,
emancipating all nations, you

The University of San Diego insist upon retaining an ab
basketball team will begin solute power over wives. But
workouts this Wednesday you must remember, that ar
afternoon at 3:30. Coach Jim bitrary power is like most other
Brovelli will send 15 players, things which are very hard, very
and any walk on players liable to be broken; and,
through workouts daily.
notwithstanding all your wise
Practices will be held on laws and maxims, we have it in
Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday
nights at 7:00 p.m., and on our power, not only to free
Wednesday, Thursday, and ourselves, but to subdue our
Friday afternoons at 3:30. A masters, and, without violence,
scrimmage game will be held on throw both your natural and
each Sunday workout, these legal authority at our feet.
scrimmages are open to the
- Abigail Adams, 1776
public.

The Torero's two time
defending National Champion
Tennis team will be holding tryout for the up-coming season.
Members are being sought for
both the Men's and Women's
teams.
The try-outs will be held on
the West courts starting
Monday, Octover 20 run
through Friday, October 24.
Men's try-outs will be held
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 1:30 p.m. to 4:00
p.m. while the Women's will be
Tuesday and Thursday at the
same time.

Cleats dig
gloves grab
USD winter baseball is in full
swing as the Toreros began
intercollegiate play October 14.
Games already played include
Point Loma College and San
Diego City College. Scores for
the games were not available at
press time.
Future games are listed in the
schedule below.
October
21 SD State Red at USD 2:30
"p.m.
28 SD State Black at USD 2:30
p.m.
November
4 PalomaratUSD 2:30 p.m.
11 Southwestern at USD 2:30
p.m.
18 USD at UC San Diego 2:30
p.m.
25 San Diego Mesa at USD
2:30
p.m.
December
2 Grossmont at USD 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday Game
October
22 USD at SD Mesa 2 '*0 p.m.
29 USD at Grossmont
2:30
p.m.
November
5 USD at SD City
2:30 p.m.
12 SD Mesa at USD 2:30 p.m.
19 Grossmont at USD
2:30
December
3
SD City at USD 2:30 p.m.
10 USD at SD.Mesa 2:30 p.m.
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INTRAMURAL NEWS
Tennis
Intramural men and women
tennis singles will start on a
tournament basis, soon. The
games will be played at one's
own leisure with anyone you
wish. All intramural rules must
be adhered to, during com
petition, which will run till
December 1st. Winners will be
determined by position on a
ladder, and results will be
posted as soon as possible. So,
all you tennis buffs get your
• friends together for some fun
filled matches! The following
are the official rules:
1) Games .played at own
leisure.
2) Anywhere you
play.

wish to

3) Must adhere to Intramural
Rules at all times.
4) Tournament will run till
December 1.

Football Starts

5) Winners will be determined
by positions on the ladder.
The intramural football
program got off to dazzling
start this past Sunday af
ternoon.
Overcoming past
scheduling delays, competition
began with two of the three
scheduled games being played.
The 1 PM game was a forfeit,
with the Numb Nuts getting the
win from the Panama Reds.
The first contest to be played
was won by the hussling Hulks,
as they overwhelmed the Phi
Kapps 28-0.
For the Hulks,
Emerly had two TD in
terceptions in the first half
which
combined
with
Castanzo's two end sweep
touchdowns to round off the
scoring. The other battle of the
afternoon had the Over The Hill
Gang drub the Drizzlin' Sheets
20-0. Steve Hinckley starred for
the Gang, catching TD passes of
20 and 40 yds. Mike Espanoza
topped the triumph with an
impressive 20 yd. TD run.
Now that football has gotten
into full swing, it is recom
mended
team
captains,
especially those of teams that
have forfeited, keep in touch
with team members and the
Sports Center for scheduling of
future games. This will avoid

the reoccurrence of any forfeits
or misunderstanding of game
times.
Football action will
continue with the following
schedule for Sunday, October
19th.

This will mean there may be no
competition for one whole
week.
The intramural office
wi
make a definite announcement on this matter by
this Friday. Be alert for further
intramural bulletins!

1 PM
Hulks vs. Panama Reds
2PM
Drizzlin Sheets vs.
Numb Nuts
3
Over The Hill Gang vs. Phi
Kapps
Other intramural notes in
clude the expansion of the
Softball schedule. Games are
now being played on Sundays
also, and it is suggested all team
captains pick up these schedules
at the Sports Center main
office. There have been two
unfortunate forfeits already due
to uninformed players. If this
continues on forthcoming
Sundays, Steve Hinckley, in
tramural director, says, "We
might lose our privilege of the
field on Sunday." Steve asks
that you get those schedules
immediately.
A final note concerns the
possibility of the Presidio Park
softball field closing for repairs.

Softball
The third week of intramural
softball was filled with many
action
packed
games.
However, the official results
were not available at press time.
Next week's VISTA sports will
have all of the results, including
the outcome of this week's
games.
SUNDAY CO-ED SOFTBALL
SCHEDULE
Sunday, October 19
8-Blue Bombers vs OFLA
9-The Team vs Masteo-Batters

Wing Bombers vs

USD Flag Football Schedule Intramurals - Fall 75'
Location: USD Football Stadium
(A grace time of 10 minutes will be allowed.)

Sunday November 1
1 pm - Phi Kapps vs Drizzle Sheets
2 pm - Panama Reds vs Over-the-Hill Gang
Sunday November 8
1 pm - Teke Numbnuts vs Phi Kapps
2 pm - Panama Reds vs Drizzle Sheets (Teke #2)
3 pm - Hulks vs Over-the-Hill Gang

9-Softballs vs The Eunuchs
10-The Team vs Odd-balls
3:00-Giant vs Soddi's
4:00-Ok-Z's vs Joe's Team
5:00-West Wing Bombers vs
The Rolling Machine

8-Giant vs Softballers

10-Phi Kappi vs The Team

5:00-The Rolling Machine vs
Joe' Team

Sunday October 26
1 pm - Drizzle Sheets (Teke #2) vs Hulks
2 pm - Phi Kapps vs Panama Reds
3 pm - Teke Numbnuts vs Over-the-Hill Gang

8-Phi Kappi vs Masteo-Batters

7) Phone numbers are given
in order that you may contact
your opponent.
8) One player is required to
call or bring in the name of the
winner to the Intramural
Office. (291-6480 ext 357)
Office at Sports Center above
the gym. Secretary in main
office will also except reports of
matches.
All matches will be governed
by USLTA rules except where
intramural
rules
allow
variation.
Rules and General Information
1) Matches can be played
anywhere
opponents
agree
upon. If played on USD east or
west courts notify attending
court supervisors that the match
is an Intramural activity and
may run longer than an hour.
2) Matches will consist of two
out of three sets including semi
final and final contests.
3) The Department will not
furnish balls for matches.
4) A set shall consist of four
games.
5) All tennis intramurals will
be played by a Ladder Tour
nament structure.
6) After completion of
matches one player must phone
or bring name of winner to the
Intramural office. (291-6480 ext
357) Sports Center Office.
7) Participants should play
two matches a week. However,
no penalty will be incurred for
not playing this amount. (This
rule helps to keep the tour
nament smooth running, and
promotes more activity within
the structure of competition).
8) Ladders will be stationed at
strategic areas on campus.
(Serra Hall, Law School, and
Intramural Office at Sports
Center).

9-Ok-Z's vs Masteo-Baters

10-Giants vs The Eunuchs

4:00-West
Soddi's

Sunday, October 26

Sunday, November 2

3:00-Ok-Z's vs Odd Balls

Sunday October 19
1 pm - Hulks vs Panama Reds
2 pm - Drizzle Sheet (Teke #2) vs Teke Numbnuts
3 pm - Over-the-Hill Gang vs Phi Kapps

6) A
participant cannot
challenge another person that is
more than two steps above their
current
positioning on the
ladder. (The IM Dept. will keep
the ladders up to date as quickly

as possible).

©

3:00 West Wing Bombers vs
The Eunuchs
4:00 The Rolling Machine vs
Odd-Balls
5:00 Joe's Team vs Soddi's

9) A
participant cannot
challenge another person that is
more than two steps above their
present eq# positioning on the
ladder.
10) Winners will be deter
mined by positions on ladder.
11) Tournament will run into
Dateline dates, (check IM
handbook or Tennis info.
Sheets for date.) Questions or
complaints should be directed
to the Intramural Office at
Sports Center.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Nothing more exciting at any
athletic event than a loud
roaring band. Paul Mendez is
looking for any and all persons
who are musically inclined to
contact him at the Sports
Information Office 291-6480
ext. 357.
For all you athletic supports
who wish to be part of the
movement to start an in
tramural wrestling program and
possibly even an intercollegiate
team; there will be a meeting on
Friday October 17, at 3:00 p.m.
in the Student Union.

